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§
One further click. The Dawn does not really trip in on
dancing feet. But at sunrise and before it thoughts are
long, engrossed thoughts. In the meantime the dawn with
an absolute correctitude of gradual progression has widened
the circle of visibility. You are in a reverie about the share-
croppers of the State of Alabama. . . . You can't well, if
you are an incurable Small Producer, not give one more
thought to the problems of the extension of the Great Route,
whose Loop you have just travelled. . . . Then you look up
and "Click," the sight seems to jump, theatrically. You see
a grey bluff extend to the indifferent sea the age-long
problems of an intolerably ancient and sorrowful continent.
The occupants of those boats must be poor and worried
people or they would not be out in the dawn mists amongst
the clumsy night sea-birds.
§
Because the mists melt, the light seems to ascend from the
sea. It is climbing up the grey side of an elephant*
I have been well enough brought up by my pre-Raphaelite
ancestors to know that you should not compare the major to
the minor. ... I was once severely trounced by one of my
Rossetti connections for writing that the thin, new moon
looked like a paring from a lady's finger-nail. I might
compare a finger-nail to the new moon. The other way round
is sinful.
I can't help it. What I see out there is the mournful grey
side of an elephant. And I can never come across an elephant
without feeling that it is an intolerably mournful fragment
of an intolerably wronged continent. . . . Hannibal even
made elephants cross the Alps through the snow. The swine!
He must have been another Columbus. . . . Why didrft
Lancelot do what Columbus did?
This side of an intolerably wronged continent is silver-
grey and scarred by innumerable suns, cataracts, winds,
water-spouts. So it seems to regard the sea and the still
dawn with the painful sagacity you see in the eyes of one of
those mournful pachyderms. . . . Those eyes that say:

